Charlotte Herzig

in the moonlight?
Do you remember this time we tried to dancing

(persistant ghost)

-taking a shower ?
- m here!
- It’s about time sky

flashback I have a flashback...

feelings at work
outsourced desire
feelings at work
outsourced desire
feelings at work
outsourced desire

Collective Intelligence

Do you remember this time we tried
(persistant ghost)
Do you remember this time we tried to dancing

MS: Between you and me?
CH: Ask you a question?
MS: Thanks that was one
MS: Those days in the streets of San Francisco
CH: Do you remember those days in the streets of San Francisco when we were hanging out on the
staircases in front of the houses?
MS: Staircases to Heaven
CH: This certain blue sky
MS: The certain sharp light
CH: Painting is just like a relationship anyway, no?
MS: Working a lot to reach out for a brief moment of satisfaction
CH: Yeah just like an addiction
MS: Yeah, totally. Do you want a Turkish pastry?
CH: And do you know, where to go with your paintings?
MS: Studying painting. Changing the state of mind
CH: Oh yeah, it´s true that painting teaches you
MS: You get really good with your instincts. At least you feel immediately, when you are going to
make a mistake
MS : )
CH : )
CH: I´ll take a nap
MS: I´ll work harder on my caffeine rush
CH: All that repetition. Sometimes I think I allready got where I wanted to be
MS: Just like getting blind or working on Autopilot
We just need to ask ourselves questions
CH: No way, the bar can be downstairs
MS: No, right! Blocking everything
Salmon Pink or Telemangenta ?
CH: Moonlight blue or Sunset Red ?
CH: But it´s is such a fragile practice. We need to protect it.
MS: Blocking exploitation
CH: It´s hard. MS: It´s hard.
CH: The great thing about performing on stage is that it´s just like painting but you are not alone
MS: Happy Collaboration
CH: Liberating Collaboration
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